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Introduction

Marine Planning – a reality  The concept and understanding of marine spatial planning has now been developing in UK for at least 7 years and during this period there has been considerable development in understanding and capacity building. This has paralleled thinking worldwide which has recently culminated in UNESCO guidance and also very strong initiatives across Europe (DG MARE). With the completion of the statutory measures in England (Wales) through the Marine Act, the establishment (vesting) of the MMO (April 1st) and with similar legislation in Scotland we are on the verge of marine planning becoming an everyday fact of life.

Best practice in marine management  In reality there is also a fast developing body of practice and understanding that is spreading throughout many marine sectors in the way they routinely manage and plan marine resources and development issues. This includes many of the elements that will be key to marine spatial planning – including policy development - the planning process – adaptive management - information gathering and GIS management - stakeholder involvement and participation – option appraisal and decision making etc. [see themes outlined below]

Preparatory work and lessons  In the work on the Marine Acts there has been a considerable amount of preparatory work on marine planning and one of the main purposes of this meeting is to share the thinking from this work and the lessons that can be drawn from it.

At this important time for marine planning the aim of this event will be to update and share experience with a wide range of sea users from many sectors about the recent work that has been done in UK, Europe and the World to help prepare for the new legislation to be implemented and enhance routine marine management practice.

Objectives

1. To update and share experience across a wide section of sea users on marine planning from the range of preparatory projects, case work from the UK, Europe and the World.
2. To develop and understand the key themes emerging from current practice on planning and management practice
3. To explore the points/questions which need further development/understanding about how marine planning will be rolled out
4. To collate key lessons from the conference in a systematic and thematic manner
Programme Topics
Format

20 minute presentations – 15 mins presentation + 5 mins Q&A
9.00  Registration and refreshments

Session 1: Context  Chairman: Natasha Barker  WWF-UK
9.45  Introduction – key generic themes emerging in marine management practice and marine planning  Steve Hull  ABPmer

10.05  UNESCO Guidance and an international perspective of marine planning  Charles Ehler  UNESCO, Paris
10.30  Marine Spatial Planning in Europe  Hermien Busschbach  DG MARE
10.55  A Scottish perspective on marine planning  David Palmer  Scottish Government
11.15  An MMO view of marine planning  Stephen Brooker  Head of Marine Planning, MMO –Marine Management Organisations & Paul Gilliland  MMO
11.35  Terrestrial perspectives on marine planning  Jim Claydon  Jim Claydon Ltd
11.55  Break and refreshments

Session 2: Issues  Chairman: David Carlin  Cefas
12.40  Data Management and GIS  Mike Osborne  MMO  Head of Data and Knowledge Management (Interim)
13.00  Tool options for MSP (Decision support – GIS)  Stuart Rogers  Cefas
13.20  Marine Plans – Interface with and lessons from other regimes  Paolo Pizzolla  Royal Haskoning
13.40  Planning across boundaries  Jonathan McCue  Atkins
14.00 – 14.40  Break and refreshments

Session 3: Lessons from Practice  Chairman: Peter Barham  Sea Bed Users Developers Group
14.40  Finding Sanctuary – Participation and decision making for Marine Conservation Zones  Tom Hooper  Finding Sanctuary
15.00  MaRS, Marine Spatial Planning in Action  Peter Lawrence  The Crown Estate
15.20  Lessons from the Scottish Sustainable Marine Environment Initiative – Four pilots – David Mallon  Scottish Government  & Rhona Fairgrieve  Scottish Coastal Partnership
15.40  C-SCOPE – Dorset Marine Spatial Planning - Lessons learned so far  Ness Smith  Dorset Coast Forum

4.00  END
Coastal Futures™ - The Coastal Futures™ series of conferences is run by Communications and Management for Sustainability (CMS) in conjunction with a wide range of sponsoring organisations. The conference series is based on assessing the coastal and marine constituencies’ views and then organising events which appeal to multi-sectoral audiences. CMS have been running this type of event since 1993 supported by a wide range of organisations.

The Venue: The venue is the Brunei Gallery lecture theatre, The School of Oriental & African Studies (SOAS), Russell Square, London. This is a newly refurbished air-conditioned lecture theatre, with all the modern AV aids and professional projectionists. Accommodation: There is a very wide range of accommodation available in the area and delegates will receive a hotel list when they book.

Conference fee: £135 + VAT £23.62 = £158.62
Concession rate*: £ 95 + VAT £16.62 = £111.62
Post-graduate Student rate (Full time) & Retired rate: £ 45 + VAT £7.87 = £52.87

Group rate: A group is 3 or more people booking together; the rate is £120/person + VAT £21.00 = £141.00

*Concession rate: Our aim is to make the conferences as inclusive as possible. The concession rate applies to individuals and organisations that clearly work from limited budgets in the academic / research or voluntary sector. We will review this on a case by case basis and place individuals and organisations on a register for future reference. Please contact us first, before booking by email to bob.earll@coastms.co.uk if you think you qualify.

• The fee includes food and refreshments and the conference papers
• Delegates with special needs should make this clear on booking

Conditions:
• Payment may be by cheque, BACS, credit card or online at www.coastms.co.uk.
• Cheques made payable to ‘CMS’ should be sent to: CMS, Candle Cottage, Kemble, Glos GL18 2BU
• For BACS payments please return the booking form first for an invoice to be raised
• Invoices will be issued as the standard response
• Confirmation of registration will be acknowledged on receipt of booking form
• Receipts will be issued on payment
• Payment should be completed BEFORE the event; otherwise entry may be refused
• Refunds (less £20 administration charge) will only be issued for cancellation more than ten working days before the meeting; substitutes are permitted

Further details from Bob Earll: Phone / Fax 01531 890415 Joining details – maps, directions and hotels – programme are on the CMS website: www.coastms.co.uk or Email: bob.earll@coastms.co.uk

name____________________________________organisation________________________
address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________ tel no:____________________________________________

It is essential for pre and post-conference (outputs) communication to have delegates email address

email address ____________________________________________
i am/am not* content for my email address to be included on the CMS Emailing System
please register _____ place/s total amount __________ your ref. / order number __________

i wish to pay by BACS*/Credit Card*/Cheque*(please delete) name on card

credit card number ____________________________

Expiration date

We will need to phone you to complete your payment processing
or you can book online at www.coastms.co.uk

please return completed booking forms to: CMS, Candle Cottage, Kemble, Glos GL18 2BU
cheques should be made payable to ‘CMS’
tel/fax 01531 890415 VAT No: 742 4367 34 EV1